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l. Introduction 
J. C. KELLY [l] has defined a bitopological space (X, f!J, .82) to be a 
set X with two topologies f!J and .82 defined on it. It is with such spaces 
that some of the symmetric properties can be recovered when treating 
unsymmetric metrics (quasi-metrics). Other authors have expanded his 
results (see e.g., [2] through [5]) by considering the analogous notion 
for uniform spaces. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the notion 
of connectedness for bitopological spaces. We also note that there has 
not been given a definition of continuity for functions on such spaces 
and we shall present a natural and apparently useful such definition. 
2. Definitions and elementary properties 
A bitopological space (X, f!J, .82) will be called connected iff X cannot 
be expressed as the union of two nonempty disjoint sets A and B such 
that [A() c9 (B)] u [c_q(A) n B] = 0; where c9 and c_q denote the closures 
with respect to f!J and .82 respectively. When X can be so expressed, we 
will write X =AlB and call this a separation of X. 
It is clear that the bitopological space (X, ff, ff) for any topology ff 
is connected iff the topological space (X, ff) is connected. Thus we must 
insist that all our theorems be generalizations of well-known results for 
connectedness in topological spaces. The proof of the following simple 
conditions for connectedness will be left to the reader. 
THEOREM A. The following conditions are equivalent for any bito-
pological space (X, f!J, .82): 
(a) (X, f!J, .82) is connected, 
(b) X cannot be expressed as the union of two nonempty disjoint 
sets A and B such that A is &-open and B is .82-open (hence A is .82-closed 
and B is &-closed), 
(c) X contains no nonempty proper subset which is both &-open and 
.82-closed (hence none which is &-closed and .82-open). 
We may now give an example to show that connectedness for a bito-
pological space is not equivalent to connectedness of the two topologies. 
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We shall denote the left-hand and right-hand topologies (bases ( -=; x) 
and (y, +=)respectively; see [6], p. 50) by 2 and Ell. If we let D={O,I}, 
then 2jD = {0, {0}, D} and ElljD = {0, {I}, D}. It is easy to see that (D, 2jD, 
ElljD) is not connected even though (D, 2jD) and (D, E!ljD) are connected. 
It is well known that there is a characterization of connectedness for 
topological spaces involving continuous mappings to discrete spaces. In 
order to obtain a similar result, we must introduce the notion of continuity 
for bitopological spaces. A function f mapping a bitopological space 
(X, f!IJ, ..P) into a bitopological space (X*, f!IJ*, ..P*) will be said to be 
continuous iff the induced mappings /1: (X, f!IJ)--+ (X*, f!IJ*) and 
/z: (X, ..P) --+ (X*, ..P*) 
of the topological spaces are continuous. 
THEOREM B. A bitopological space (X, f!IJ, ..P) is connected iff every 
continuous mapping of (X, f!IJ ..P) into (D, 2jD, E!ljD) is constant. 
Proof. If we have such a nonconstant map, f, then X= j-1( {O})jj-1( {I}) 
is a separation and the space is not connected. Conversely, if X =AlB 
is a separation, we may define a nonconstant continuous function f by 
setting f(A) = {0} and f(B) ={I}. 
Another equivalent condition for connectedness involves' real-valued 
continuous functions. As seen in [I], we would expect to replace continuity 
for topological spaces by f!/J-lower and ..P-upper semi-continuity for any 
bitopological space (X, f!IJ, ..P). As pointed out by Kelly, this means the 
continuity of the induced; functions with respect to 2 and Ell, the left-
hand and right-hand topologies. Our definition of continuity leads to 
the following result, where R denotes the reals. 
THEOREM C. A bitopological space (X, f!IJ, ..P) is connected iff every 
continuous mapping of (X, f!IJ, ..P) into (R, 2, Ell) has the Darboux property 
(i.e., its range is an interval). 
Proof. If X=AjB, then f defined by f(A)={O} and /(B)={I} is 
continuous but does not have the Darboux property. Conversely, if f 
is continuous but does not have the Darboux property, then there exist 
points a<c<b such that {a, b} C f(X) but c ¢ f(X). Then we have the 
obvious separation j-1((- =, c))jj-1((c, + =)). 
Finally, it is easy to show that the basic relationship between continuity 
and connectedness holds with our definitions. 
THEOREM D. The continuous image of a connected space is connected. 
Proof. Let f be a continuous mapping of (X, f!IJ, ..P) onto (X*, f!IJ*, ..P*). 
If A *IB* is a separation of X*, then A* is f!/J*-open and B* is ..P*-open. 
By continuity, j-1(A *) is f!/J-open and j-1(B*) is ..P-open. Thus 
j-1(A *)jj-1(B*) is a separation of X. 
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3. Components 
A subset E of a bitopological space (X, f/J, .!2) will be called connected 
iff the space (E, &JE, .!lJE) is connected. Many of the elementary properties 
of connected subsets of topological spaces may be generalized to bitopo-
logical spaces. 
THEOREM E. If 0 is a connected subset of a bitopological space 
(X,&, ..P) which has a separation X =AJB, then either 0 C A or 0 C B. 
Proof. From 
[(0 n A) n c9 (0 n B)] u [c~(O n A) n (0 n B)] C 
C [A n c9 (B)] u [c~(A) n B] = 0, 
it follows that 0 = (0 n A)! (0 n B) will be a separation of 0 unless one 
of these sets is empty. 
CoROLLARY l. If every two points of a set E are contained in some 
connected subset of E, then E is a connected set. 
CoROLLARY 2. The union of any family of connected sets having a 
nonempty intersection is a connected set. 
CoROLLARY 3. If 0 is a connected set and 
0 C E C c9 (0) n c~(O}, 
then E is a connected set. 
Proof. If E is not connected, it must have a separation E =AJB. 
By Theorem E, 0 C A or 0 C B; suppose 0 CA. Then 
B = B nBC B n E C B n c9 (0) C B n c~(A) = 0 
which is a contradiction. The case 0 C B is proved in the same way. 
It is clear from the above theorem that the relation of belonging to 
a connected subset divides up any set into its disjoint maximal connected 
subsets which we shall call the components of the set. Our final theorem 
generalizes the fact that the components of a topological space are closed. 
THEOREM F. Any component 0 of a bitopological space (X, f/J, .!2) 
satisfies the equation 0 = c9 (0) n c ~(0). 
Proof. Let 0 be a component and suppose that p ¢0. Then 0 U {p} 
is not connected and we have some separation 0 U {p}=AJB. By Theorem 
E, either 0 C A and {p} C B or 0 C Band {p} CA. Thus 0 u {p}=OJ{p} 
or 0 u {p}= {p}JO. Hence {p} is .!2-open or {p} is &-open, and sop¢ c~(O) 
or p ¢ c9 (0). This is equivalent to saying that p ¢ c9 (0) n c ~(0) and 
so we have c9 (0) n c~(O) C 0. Clearly 0 C CPJJ(O) n c~(O) and the equation 
is satisfied. 
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